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We present you Notorious, a new collection signed Marioni - Studio63 inspired to 40s interiors taste. 

Notorious introduces you to an atmosphere in which Hollywood glamour and style merge with beauty. A 

complete line of furniture, upholstery, lighting fixtures and home accessories where the use of refined and 

sophisticated materials, gives life to its elegant and unique personality. 

A real luxury experience where exotic essences such as ebony and rosewood, warm materials like parchment 

and leather, soft wool velvets and precious marbles, iridescent glazes and brushed metals, are perfectly 

combined. 

The message is clear: Notorious wants to give an identity to the italian creativity, combining design and 

craftsmanship.  
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Marioni 

 

Creating objects in Florence is an ancient art that has its roots in the Renaissance. 

Established in 1966, from the great intuition of the founder Paolo Marioni in a few years the company makes 

its rapid transformation from small artisan workshop in to a solid enterprise. 

Strongly characterized in the familiar sense, despite the current size, Marioni of those origins retains a sense 

of belonging with the dedication and commitment arising there; from Tuscany, land of origin, the typical 

innate creativity. Production and a name that invite to new, fascinating dimensions of the today living. 

Proposals for unique objects for creativity, manual skill, particular designs. 

 

Studio 63  

Listening, new stories, not serial languages, a planning tailoring which aims to build an identity without 

imposing its own sign. 

This is the philosophy of Studio 63, the study of architecture and design, with a background that ranges from 

architecture to interior design, from product design, especially in the fashion retail and hospitality, to art 

direction and design consulting for furniture and fashion companies. 
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MARIONI’s character and style are permeated by contemporary values that merge past, present and future in 

a timeless design. Now that a good percentage of the work world is based on custom-made products or 

contracts, only well prepared companies able to react effectively and promptly will remain on the market. 

Our Contract Dept. is very active and cooperates successfully with an increasing number of interior designers 

and architects for the development of articles that particularly suit for the renovation of hotels all over the 

world. 
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Through its collection MARIONI wants to give an even greater value to high quality craftsmanship and top 

level production conveying an atmosphere that totally express the “Italian lifestyle”. 

Follow us on: 

 Facebook        Twitter        Pinterest        Instagram        Linkedin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MARIONI s.r.l. 

Via G.Giusti 199, 50041 Calenzano - Firenze - Italy  Ph.++39-0558879346  E mail marioni@marioni.it  
 

                              www.marioni.it      


